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 Since day one of laptop develop, cable design become must for all kinds of ID / ME / EE design 
requirement. 
 The approach is to auto detect if the cable in system design is well assembled in factory and 
service repair process.  
 The idea is to make system work safe and with warning / advise user to take proper action. 
 The user may experience function fail or risk of safety concern, and user may notice the system 
cable assemble issue after function fail. 
 
 Problem Solved:  
 The assembly issues are industry widely suffered. When system design with connector there are 
always certain fail rate that the operator has chance not to assemble the cable / board to board 
connector / Module well and causing the failure return system or impact factory production yield 
rate. And those failure are hard to be screen out with manual check. 





  Therefore, with the auto-detection methodology, we can decrease the failure rate and ensure end 
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Descriptions:  







For EC’s ADC controller to identify which cable / module is not assembled well (in the above flow chart red circle), 
we need to have the below define on the module/cable pin definition.  
Pin1 and Pinf need to use as GND pin / For one row connector or 2 row connectors. (for 2 row connector the pin1 


























To calculate the voltage, we use below equation for the parallel resistor value calculation.  
And EC’s reading should be as below. (each connector / module needs to have 2 pin) 
                    





1. To identify if the cable assembles completely, we need to check the 1st pin and the pin on the opposite side, for example of above 
connector are pin 1 and pin40. 
2. When pin1 connector to GND, the circuit will become a voltage divider to notify EC the voltage change, then according the voltage 
level, EC can display message to system user there are some issues with specific cable.   
3. If this assembly failure happens in factory, we can discover the assembly issue on the 1st timing before we perform system 
function/ run-in test to have better factory efficiency.  
4. This design idea can apply to FPC/FFC/board to board connector design. 
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Advantages:  
 
 By using the EC integrated ADC controller function, we can scan the system’s cable / module / board to board connection every 
time power on. 
 This function is low cost and will improve both factory yield rate and saving cost on factory process to improve the process cost. 
 By this auto-detection function, we can discover assembly failure that can’t be found by manual check. 
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